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FROM ENTREPRENEUR TO NONTREPRENEUR 

JUNE 15, 1987 ROBERTJ.KALTHOFF 

To clarify tonight's title, "ent repren eur" has been in for a 
lot of batte ring lately. The psychoanalysts have had their shot at i t. 
And just about everyone e lse has had their shot a t the psychoana lysts. 
It is now siring spinoffs. The Wall St ree t Jo urnal got into t he act 
May 7, last, to wit: 

"Intrapreneur" is t he only copyrighte d spinoff. 
It has to do with power and innova t ive events, 
intro-corporate. Since the coinage, the author 
is making a fortu ne consulting. This proves 
tha t there's no mone, to be made in leaving 
we ll enough alone. 

For the all-promise-and-no - delivery innovator 
there is: "Horseprene " 

Those of little contribu io : "Mlcropreneur." 

Those who teach ather than do: 
"Entrementeur ." 

For those who assist people in their en tre preneuring, one 
can use "Entrenur teur" or the Jo urnal's suggested "Nontrepreneur," 
which handil y describes the reader's current occupa tion. 

Doing a paper on entreprenu rism wi th the messianic 
obsessions tha t we are urged to believe lurk there recalls the stor y of 
Willie Sutton, who was asked why it was tha t whenever he got out of 
jail he went r ight back to robbing banks. His answe r, "Because tha t's 
whe re the mone y is." 

* * * * * 
The common ground linking Mr. Sutton and the 

en trepre neurs of this paper is the driven qua lit y they share -_ NOT 
the profession of thievery. Well •.• at least not for most of them. 
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The pre sident's secretary ushered Jim Birkenstock through 
the knotty-pine, broken pediment, Georgian doorway into the great 
man's office. Jim was not yet thirty. Short, red-faced, he could 
have used a neck. 

"Well, Birkenstock. What is it?" 

"Mr. Watson," said the younger man handing over a sheet 
of paper. On it were the hand-printed letters "A-S-T -O-R-I -A ." 
The edges of many were haloed. None were sharp. The last "A" 
appeared smudged. "This is something I thought you should see, sir." 

Wa tson rubbed his finger back and forth over the sm udged 
"A." He looked puzzled. "What is this supposed to be? It's not a 
printing process." 

"It's a copying process," said Birkenstock. "You're looking 
a t tl duplicate of an image that's been fixed on a sheet of untreated 
white paper." 

Watson squinted at the primative quality of the word 
"ASTORIA." Birkenstock waited rl. long time. The old man hardly 
moved. Finally, he looked up. "What made you think I would be 
interested in a copying process?" 

That Thomas J. Watson Senior, the legendary marketee r, 
wuuld not be electrified by this copying process had never occur red 
to Birkenstock. He began mouthing words like breakthrough and 
revolutionary aU to no point. 

Watson came to his feet. Without taking his eyes off 
Birkenstock, he took a tabulating card, leaned forward and pointed 
with a pencil to one of the rectangular, oblong punched holes. "Mr. 
Birkenstock, that is our business. And don't you ever forget it!" 

The Chester Carlson invent ion would be offered IB M 
twice after Birkenstock's 1939 try. Each time, with the same result. 
A quarte r century later, copiers utilizing the Carlson concept would 
be a multibillion dollar industry and a staple in offices the world 
over . 

The Watsonian singleness of purpose that ke pt IBM out. of 
plain paper copying until years after his death kept the tabulatmg 
card system alive long beyond its time. IBM had absolute control 
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over the twenty billion tab cards used each yea~, and their ,related 
devices. The U.S. Justice Department saw restramt of trade in that, 
a matter resolved by consent degree. 

Question: Who is the entrepreneur in the above? Carlson, 
the falled patent attorney, who began work on his idea on the sink 
drainboard of his New York cold-water flat? Birkenstock, who saw 
big potential in the Carlson concept and had the guts to t~y to sell it 
to the formidable IBM president? Or Thomas J. Watson, hImself, who 
summarily killed it as an lB\1 product? 

A myth of entrepreneur ism is that breakthroughs are 
solely the work of the inventor. It certainly begins there. Carlson 
stayed with his brainchild from its 1935 inception through the 1961 
launch of the vastly successful Xerox 914 -- named for the largest 
paper size the copier could handle. But Carlson was inescapably 
beholden to others to bring life to his concept. 

The prize for entrepreneurial spirit goes to young Mr. 
Birkenstock. Despite the turndown, Watson alone remains the 
entrepreneur of the piece. The Carlson concept probably had little 
appeal to his marketing instincts. In all the years of preproduct 
announcement of this technology, no large company officer had seen 
a decent future for it. Watson thoroughly understood lts diversionary 
impact on his plans for IBM, however. 

Innovation mostly dies for lack of a champion. Carlson 
was blessed with two. Battelle Memorial Institute of Columbus, 
Ohio, in 1944 undertook to reduce the Carlson concept to practice. 
Done at no cost to the inventor, Carlson's share of Battelle profits 
from "xerography" would one day prove staggering. 

The second was Haloid Corporat ion of Rochester, New 
York, a manufacturer of quality photographic media. At the end of 
World War II, its mid-1930's president, Joseph C. Wilson, an honors 
Harvard MBA, was in search of a photographic -related product that 
could improve Haloid's growth. 

John Dessauer, Wilson's head of engineering, found an 
article interviewing Battelle scientists on their Carlson work. It was 
in the April 1945 issue of Koda k's Monthly Abstract Bulletin. Kodak 
had ignored it. He passed it on to Joe Wilson who did not. 
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After falling to find a Fortune 500 industrial partner, the 
Battelle people welcomed the youth, intensity and en~husiasm they 
found in Haloid management. Tha t 1t was a 
seven-million-dollar-a-year company with a modest current net, and 
could mobilize but twenty-five thousand dollars for further Battelle 
research that year, mattered not at all. 

With Battelle having granted Haloid rights to xerography, 
plain paper copying was destined to become one of the great 
indllstrial breakthroughs of all time. Paper would become a major 
communications tool. The file cabinet industry was in for unheard-of 
prosperi ty. 

Though not one to shy from risk, Joe Wilson was no 
entrepreneurial gunslinger. No one knew when xerography could be 
brought to market. He did know that it was a maw that had to be 
fed, increasing and undetermined sums. It also needed the best 
creative talent he could provide. 

To avoid dilution of his stock, Wilson was determined to 
fund xerographic development from internally generated profits. By 
L 960, fifteen difficult years after the Battelle accord, Haloid/Xerox 
revenue had grown to thirty million dollars, most of it from Haloid 
products. 

Equity financings during this entire period was a miniscule 
four million dollars. Wilson used Haloid stock to meet obligations 
wherever he could. Those who took stock had only to keep fai th in 
the Wilson team to end up in Fat City. In the 1950's, one individual 
sold a.11 of his Haloid shares to buy a thirty-thousc3.nd-dollar house. 
By 1970, those shares were worth three million doll ars. 

Prior to its February 1, 1961, announcement, the fi rst 
major shipment of "perfected" 914's awaited packing. A celebration 
was in order. The Xerox acting board chairm an was invited to run a 
copy on anyone of the twenty units that sat waiting. This was to be 
a talisman of the readiness of the 914 to be released to the public. 

He chose one and ran the now-familiar "Start" ritual. The 
device clicked and clacked, and whirred, seconds later delivering the 
copy. He began waving it to wild applause. One wide-eyed, flushed 
engineer saw that the plain white sheet he was holding was plain 
whi te on both sides. 
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The 914 copier had failed. Cres ts fell. Hearts sank. 
Then it was discovered that t he chairman had copied the blank back 
side of his original. The page wa.s flipped. The chairman quipped. 
The 914 clicked. A perfect copy issued for th. And the machines 
were shipped. History would take note . 

Wall Street be gan mobili z ing huge amounts of venture 
capital and a willingess to stuff it anywhe re in the vain hope of 
finding "another Xerox." Entreprene ur ism had gone legitimate. 
Venture capital became an economic force. Some sixteen billion 
dollars would go into new companies fro m then to now. The 1960's 
had fledged in a delerium of new enterprise. 

WalJ Streeters t hen were not deep probers. I say then. To 
them "another Xerox" meant a breakthrough company streaking 
across the sky, yielding fif t imes investment. Yet not a single 
investment banker who m I me t seemed really to grasp the risk, 
tenacity, enormous resource and the numbing fifteen years it took 
Joe Wilson to create the "or·ginal Xerox." 

In mid-1960's, a president of Access Corporation, the 
company the reader had left medicine to start in 1963, two phone 
calls a week were co ming "n from "underwriters." With the name 
"Access," they could raise tel million dollars over night. Most would 
add, "Oh, by the way, wha does Access do?" 

By the late 960's, new-offering red herrings were 
proliferating on companies coming public with not much more than a 
hot name and a fetching concept . More did not matter . Since Xerox, 
the stock buyers had qui t reading past the cover page of the offering 
prospectus anyway. 

In 1965, Access had rented a tabletop copier, the Xerox 
81.3 . A new director was arriving that day from Bendix Corporation 
which was to becom e the first Access investor other than 
management and directors. The Bendix man arrived with a fresh, 
pink check for two hundred s1 xty -three thousand dollars. 

A copy of the check was in order. Now with the Xerox 
813, the material to be dup licated entered the machine at the top, 
wrapped itself around rollers or whatever and, if all went well, came 
out below, as did its copy. e i ther the Bendix check nor its duplicate 
emerged on this try. 
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Panic. Pull the plug! Call Xerox! Call Jack Fontaine, 
Bendix, CEO and explain the silliness that would require us to have to 
ask him to issue another check. A Xerox rep finally pulled a 
dessicated, yellowed but negotiable Bendix check from the bowels of 
the device. He was asked to take the & 13 back to Xerox, thanks very 
much. So, Joe Wilson. You cannot expect to win 'em all. 

There is a third entrepreneur whose behavior touched on 
the Carlson concept. In March 1967, a startup, innocent of track 
record, or even revenue, was incorporated by one Bob Dombrowski. I 
had known Bob as a thirty-four-year-old vice president of Xerox. 

Some background: At thirty, Dombrowski had failed to be 
hired as a salesman in a Xerox district office. Redefining chutzpah, 
he headed for Rochester, New York. He irnpressed Joe Wilson and 
others enough to cop a divisional vice presidency. He would be 
responsible for important new Xerox products. 

In 1967, the big bet was on the "Incredible Shrinking 
Machine," a product that reduced a full-sized page to a readable 
three inch by two inch. It planted the shrunken image on the 
unpunched portion of an IBM tab card -- xerographically, of course. 

Xerox had spent sixty million dollars (around one hundred 
eighty thousand dollars a day) on its development, three tirnes the 
914 investment. Wall Street and the media flocked to Miami Beach, 
Florida, for the 196/ National Microfilm Association Conference to 
see the product the world awaited. 

The egg laid by the "Incredible Stinking Machine," as some 
called it, was the f.irst yolk to splat on the virginal Xerox escutcheon. 
Where was Xerox' invincible product judgment? The "Incredible 
Shrinking Machine" could have been effective as part of a system. 
IBM would understand that. But Xerox had not. 

With the disastrous debut of the shrinker at the 
Americana Hotel, Miami Beach, April 26 that year, Dombrowski 
needed no shrink to point out that his corporate head was now facing 
certain detachment from his corporal self. Going salaryless just now 
did not fit his immediate plans. 

There was a frantic call to Access Corporation. Could we 
meet Mr. D. in New York? We could. Could we be persuaded to 
become as one with Xerox Corporation? When I raised this possibility 
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with an Access director, he had said to me, "Bob, I say ever,yth1ng 

should be considered for sale except the wife and kids, and don t push 
me too far on the wife." 

The prospect had its appeal. Yet knowing of , his ~unning 
and his talent for survival , we believed Dr. D. was bu~m? time to 
save his skin . He could do that with prolonged negotlatlOns fo~ a 
systems product that ostensibly could ~ the "Incredible Shrinkmg 
Machine." We declined. 

Back to Mr. D.'s startup. In early 1967, Arthur D. Little 
had offered Xerox a facsimile process for transm1 tting page 
duplicates to a fax receiver at the other end of d phone line. This is 
something many of you are using today though yours probably ,have 
Asian ancestry. Speaking as an officer of Xerox, Mr. D. sald to 
Arthur D. Little representatives , "Nyet!" 

When Peter Drucker later gave his SUrprISlng advice to 
the budding entrepreneur, "Forget solving a problem. Go after the 
opportunity," Dombrowski had anticipated h1m. He had quickly 
copped the rights to the A. D. Little product fo r himself. With that 
and his Xerox officership creden tial, he incorporated Graphic 
Sciences on the sixth of March with the intent of going public ASAP. 

Mr. D. subscribed to a principle . It is unsportsmanlike to 
spend one's own money in rapid - re turn ventures. He opted to 
continue his service -- and salary -- at Xerox right up to the day the 
GS red herring would issue. At t he same time he was serving his new 
company as CEO. When this dawned on hi s superiors, there was 
outrage. A Jegal action was filed. 

The Graphic Sciences ini tial offe r lng for five million 
dollars was oversubscribed. It was back to the market twice again. 
Mr. D. ultimately raised fro m the public in excess of thirty million 
dollars for his company. He did alJ this when the venture was still 
mostly promise. 

Never embarrassed by his inconsistencies, Dombrowski's 
opportunism was cataclysmic. It was backed with a remarkable sense 
of timing. He was blessed with that one element that has made more 
entrepreneurs a success than anything else -- dumb luck. The 
manager who had declined to hire him as a salesman six years before, 
on hearing all this, said, "Okay, but don't let's confuse brains with a 
bull market." 
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Dombrowski moved the company to Danbury, 
Connecticut. There were limos for the top executives, access to a 
jet, a palace of a plant never fully util ized. The facsimile product 
development and marketing effort moved solidly, but far from 
briskly. He relied heavily on returns from the public money to 
provide his profits. Rising interest rates were a help. 

Mr. D. had invented quite a new approach to the capital 
game -- "Take the money and sit." It would get him beat about the 
head and shoulders come annual meeting time. But he bore that 
stoically. It was a small price for the remaining three hundred 
sixty-four days of affluence and comfort. Eight years later, dumb 
luck again, perhaps, Graphic Sciences was acquired by Burroughs. 
The principals were left very well off. The shareholders were not 
displeased. 

Thomas Watson was the only one of these men with deep 
roots in rugged individualism. Trained by John Patterson, czar of 
National Cash Register, Watson had had a range of sales 
responsiblli ties. It was as national sales manager in 1914 that 
Patterson fired him. 

Watson had been drawn into a scheme designed by 
Patterson to drive competing cash register companies out of business. 
George Eastman had used some of the same tactics to kill off 
competing camera companies. With the NCR program, you hired the 
competitor's sales people, snagged his customers any way possible, 
down priced as far as needed to get the sale. You announced 
products better and cheaper than the competition's without any 
intention of ever delivering to them -- anything to either get the sale 
or keep the enemy from getting it. These "dirty tricks" worked in 
Manhattan. They worked in Philadelphia. They worked in Chicago. 

Later, Watson was called on this by the Feds. He claimed 
no knowledge of what his aggressive selling effort might have dOlle tu 
the competition. Sort of like the piano player in a fancy house 
claiming he knew nothing of what went on upstairs. But then, Mr. 
Reagan knew nothing of what was going on downstairs. And he 
cannot even read music. 

In 1910, American Cash Register Company, number two 
to NCR filed a complaint under the Sherman Antitrust Act. It was 
against 'Patterson, Watson and nineteen others. The NCR chief, a 
man of iron whim, had driven too many former salesmen and 
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managers to American Cash. This spared them the NCR indictee 11st. 
They knew Patterson's strategy from the inside. They had in their 
possession hard evidence, difficult to refute. 

With things growing bleaker by the day, James Cox, Ohio 
governor-elect, clearly wanted Patterson'S head. The federal 
government would press every case that violated Sherman Antitrust 
to the extreme. The higher the authority accused, the less chance 
for acquittal, or light punishment. 

After a long trial, verdict and sentence came 
February 13, 1913. All were found guilty. Patterson and Watson 
were each sentenced to a flve-thousand-dollar fine and one year in 
jail. No one had ever been dealt w1th so harshly under Sherman 
Antitrust. The verdict was appealed. 

Fate to the rescue. In late March 1913, Dayton was hit 
with a devastating flood, the like of which had never been seen 
before or since. There were ninety thousand Daytonians homeless; 
one hundred mi11ion dollar s in property damage. 

Patterson, with his autocratic management style, took 
over. He converted cash register assembly lines into rowboat 
manufacturing. He organized uncounted rescue missions. Thousands 
of Daytonians were housed in company offices. Virtually the entire 
city ate at the NCR cafeteria. He wired thirty-eight-year-old 
Thomas Watson in New York City to commandeer a train, load it with 
life-sustaining supplies and get it to NCR. 

Praise came f rom General Evangeline Cory Booth of the 
Salvation Army, who hailed Patterson as an "angel of God." Repeat, 
"Angel of God." He was lauded by the press as a world-class 
philanthropist. Even Cox had good words, as did incoming President 
Woodrow Wilson. 

In 1915, the Court of Appeals ordered a new trial. 
Everyone knew that that would not happen. Nothing more was said of 
it. For Patterson and Watson 't was another case of coming out well 
by doing good. Long before the appeal verdict, Patterson ceased to 
be pleased with Thomas Watson. Perhaps he detected some glory 
grabbing. Perhaps Watson was just getting too good at what he did. 
Whatever, the NCR national sales manager's services ceased to be 
required. 
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In 1914, when Watson accepted his new post at 
Comput.ing-Tabulating-Recording Company (an amalgam of 
companIes, later to become IBM), it was as a fired former NCR 
manager facing one year in jail. This was an unusuaUy inauspicious 
start for a brilliant, dynastic career. 

At CTR Company, Thomas J. Watson brought to his 
responsibilities extraordinarily effective marketing and selling skills. 
His years under Patterson were worth at least two MBA's, he would 
later say. There was also his legendary singleness of purpose, a 
consuming profit motive, and a sense of piety and company ethics 
worthy of a reformed doxy. 

Still alive when the computer was first evaluated for 
IBM's future, Watson, Senior, insisted that the world market for same 
could not pOSSibly exceed five. The old man's shadow has never quite 
leIt corporate IBM. 

"The meek shall inherit the earth, ••• and the strong will 
retain the mineral rights," so goes a contemporary saying. Better 
that than as it was in Watson's early days when the meek got the 
earth, clod by clod -- square in the face. 

Does anything tie this unlikely triad of entrepreneurs? 
Each is separated from the other by a generation and a half. Wilson 
from Watson. Dombrowski from Wilson. Each came from different 
epochs of American economic life; Watson and Dombrowski from 
lesser beginnings. 

As to the Carlson concept, it was Watson's to kill, Wilson's 
and Dombrowski's to exploit, the latter in the darker sense. Then 
there is the entrepreneurial itch. For Tom and Joe it lasted their 
business lifetime. For Bob Dombrowski, it lasted until personal 
wealth goals were achieved. 

By hook sometimes by crook, all were remarkably 
, I" " " successful. All were moneymakers. What? Dombrows <1 s success 

in the same league with that of Watson and Wilson? We.ll, no: But 
the twelve million dollars he pulled out of the GraphiC SCIences 
maneuver does not make him a piker either. 

Entrepreneurlsm is a risky business. Mr: Domb~owski, s.ay 
what you will, did a stunning, if not exactly admlrable,. Job of rlS~ 
avoidance. Leeching off Xerox was part of that. Each tIme he too 
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Graphic Sciences to the market, he simultaneously increased his own 
liquidity, further negating his personal risk. To Mr. D., that was 
success. Why stretch to make what he already had better? The 
shareholders told him why, often and loudly. 

Rather than build all possible profit from the exploitation 
of what he had to sell, Dombrowski, at his own pace, built "value" 
into his company through the maturation of his product. Fortunately, 
he called it well. When Burroughs bought Graphic Sciences, it paid a 
premium for that value. 

One can see in Mr. D. a harbinger of the Ted Turners and 
the greenmailers of today. Where he was content with ~illions, they 
operate in billions. Today they "create" the opport~nlty, and the 
tools (junk bonds) to bring it off. Mr. D. had to deal WIth a far more 
circumscribed window of opportunity. His deft manipulation of that 
was, for him, the difference between multimillionalredom, and 
drawing unemployment compensation. 

The Xerox-Joe Wilson phenomenon has been curious to 
follow. Wall Street, tunnel vision securely in place, from 1961 on 
became enraptured with finding "another Xerox." They should have 
been looking for another Joe Wilson. Fact is, I scarcely recall the 
mention of his name in the glorious age of enterprise which began the 
day his 914 exploded on the marke t. 

Tens of billions of dollars have been expended to develop, 
make, purchase, feed and maintain generation after generation of 
copiers using the Carlson concept. It has crea ted and sustained 
h~n~reds of thousands of jobs. From today's van tage point, it is 
diffIcult to accept that nobody in top corporate America, prior to 
1961, could see a future for thIs capability until Joe Wilson proved 
their judgment wrong. 

Some weeks prior to 914 market entry, Wilson received an 
?u~side market study he had com missioned advising caution. They 
mSlsted tha t the total market for the product, worldwide was but 
five thousand units. ' 

He had been dealing with this sort of thing during the 
enti re fifteen years devoted to xerography. With the gut feel of the 
entrepreneur - - which can deceive -- Wilson repeatedly made the 
decision to ignore the lot of them and press on. 
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In 1900, an immigrant Harvard professor observed the 
phenomenon of entrepreneurism. He spotted the critical role that it 
plays in capital and job formation under the American capitalist 
system. He felt it distinctly American because of the markedly 
different attitudes toward risk here, as compared with either the 
European or Asian outlook. 

A t an annual national compute r conference four years ago 
in Anaheim, I was walking up a packed a isle. Suddenly people about 
thirty feet ahead began making way, parting as waves parted for 
Moses. "Moses," as it turned out, was a tall, dark-hairt!d young man 
not yet thirty. He walked about ten feet ahead of me. His stock in 
the venture he had started eight years before had a value that day of 
four hundred eighty-six million dollars. 

Steve Jobs and a buddy whipped up the Apple computer 
thing in a garage. They managed to attrac t top venture capital. The 
rest is often front-page history . There are six hundred thousand 
start-up ventures a year, up eighty percent since even 1975. One 
wonders if they, and the Apple computers, and Microsofts that come 
out of them, and the venture capitalists who fund them really know 
how beholden they are to the role the late Joe Wilson had in paving 
the way for them . How many even recognize his name? He seems to 
be on a very few lists of history's legendary entrepreneurs. He ranks 
at the top of m.ine. 

Most people do not think of Thomas J. Watson as an 
entrepreneur at all. In studies done by Bell Labs to attempt to 
understand what is common among high achieving, highly innovative 
people, they could come up with only two items. The innovators 
almost always kept a messy desk, and they have a good sense of 
humor. 

To my knowledge there is no known (public) photograph of 
T. J. Watson smiling. I have yet to research his preferred desk-top 
condition. No product innovator, Watson had the classical 
entrepreneur's bent for finding an effective, often innovative, way to 
deal with whatever problem may stand between him and success. 
Killing off the competition and sending a trainload of goodies to 
flooded Dayton to atone for it was certainly part of thIs. God knows 
it worked. 

Born in rural Steuben County in upstate New York, 
Watson's dad was a sometime farmer. Tom tried that, hated it, 
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became a lawyer, took a quick pass at school teaching, some 
accounting courses. He tried bookkeeping, and finally discovered 
peddling. Here he found great aptitude. Besides, that is where the 
money was. 

He became good at using snake-oil selling techniques to 
move stock for a building and loan. He made money, and saved 
money. With that he started what he hoped would become a chain of 
meat markets. His first entrepreneurial thrust was defeated when his 
partner ran off with the cash. Next logical step -- cash registers. 

One wonders abou t T. J.'s early ruthlessness. What does it 
really tell us of his character? How was this reflected later in 
corporate IBM? Was his early behavior part of his rugged 
individualism of Eastman, Patterson, Rockerfeller, J. P. Morgan and, 
later, Joe Kennedy? They were famous for practices that kept them 
standing rich and tall by reducing others to the stature of pygmies. 
Yet Watson always taught his IBM people that you stand tall by being 
tall. 

When he became Mr. IBM, was the snake-oil totally 
behind him? Two quite different experiences might shed light on 
that. Both have to do with a relationship that Access Corporation 
entered into with IBM in 1966, ten years after Watson's death. It was 
important to this young company. The size of the commitment said 
it was important to IBM as well. 

Ironically, the afternoon of the day Al William, the 
president of IBM, signed the Access/IBM agreement, he was replaced 
by Vincent Learson. I have no idea if the two events were related. 
Learson, the father of two of IBM's most successful computer lines, 
the 360 and .370, wanted no part of nonmagnetic memory products. 
He later moved to kill the division with which Access was working. 
At that pOint, the Access/IBM effort should have been immediately 
halted. It was not. 

The IB M division chose the charade of continuing the 
relationship. The goal: to avoid having to take a writeoff on a 
termination settlement. This became very costly to Access. What 
was observed was the sudden change in the quality and execution of 
the requirements of the rela tionship on the part of the IB M people. 

Eventually it came down to Access remaining with the 
agreement only at grave peril. A half-hour meeting was arranged 
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with Learson, who came in from Armonk 
headquarters building on Madison A venue. 
Watson's pine-panelled office. 

to the IB M former 
We met in old Tom 

"What seems to be the trouble, Dr. Kalthoff?" said 
Learson, a tall man with a piercing voice, a nd a commanding 
presence. 

"Bad management on the part of IB M," came the hoarse, 
rehearsed response. 

With that he leaped out of Watson's chair. He gave a 
forty-five-minute brilliant harangue on why IBM is the best-managed 
company in the world. Then he paused to again ask about the 
problem. After three sentences, he sent us back to Cincinna ti saying 
he would call the next afternoon. 

He did, at precisely four. "I've had nine vice presidents in 
this office since nine this morning," said Learson, obviously 
perturbed. "You are not correct. The problem is not one of bad 
management on the part of IBM. It is one of dismal management on 
the part of IBM. I am sending Mr. Jim Birkenstock -- then white 
haired, early sixties, still needing a neck -- and a group of others to 
Cincinnati to resolve it." 

That was an extravagantly forthright response from a man 
in Learson's position. IBM in doing the relationship with Access 
initially had somehow violated its consent degree. Further, there was 
great worry that anything smacking of predatory business practice 
could lead to a breakup of the kind A.T.&T. ultimately suffered. His 
posture doubtlessly caused the legal eagles to blanche. But it 
suggested that Watson's revised set of ethical principles for IBM was 
holding well. Certainly at the top. 

That was counterbalanced, however, by an event that had 
taken place a week before. The reader had gone to New York City to 
meet with the president of the Informations Records Division at the 
IBM building. The reader arrived at a floor used solely by outside 
IBM managers for meetings in New York City. A secretary at the 
elevators said to go down the hali, turn left and left again. Mr. 
McCracken would be in that room, waiting. For some unknown 
reason, the reader went down the hall, turned le ft and then turned 
right. He entered a room full of people, all but four of whom he 
recognized. Those who knew him were aghast that their presence and 
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purpose in being there had been discovered. The new faces proved to 
be Cravath, Swain and Moore, attorneys. The others had been 
brought in from around the country. AU had been involved in the 
project. 

Each had a pad of foolscap ready. Two portable loud 
speakers were in place. A tape recorder was ready to spin. An 
engineer explained, with great difficulty, that Mr. McCracken was in 
the room across the hall. And so he was. The conversation with 
McCracken was to be bugged, audited and recorded with no 
permIssions requested. All wa~ to be done sub rosa. 

Was this a shard of the old Watson business practice? Is it 
reminiscent of the West Pointer, one of many caught cheating years 
ago, who said, "Wel1, of course honesty is the best policy. It's just 
that it gets too expensive at times"? Or was this the work of one 
small node o.f the IBM organism, and not at all a reflection of 
corporate IBM? Some might see it as standard, aggressive, corporate 
business practice, unseemly, perhaps, but not really harmful. 

The contract was terminated as Vincent Learson said it 
would be. IBM did compensate Access properly. McCracken, the 
division head responsible for this mess, strangely got promoted. A 
year later promoted again. Six months after that fired. In IBM it is 
called up, over and out. 

The entrepreneur, as we have seen, must have a particular 
idea. It does not have to be original . It does not even have to be his 
own. He certainly does not have to have invented anything. Or be 
the father of a grea t innova t ion, though these have been fertile 
ground for successful corpora te foundings in the past. 

This entreprene rial thing can be the grand, elegant 
concept. The grea t vi sion -- a ll parts seen as in place. It can be as 
narrow as a single though . Bu t whatever it is, it must be an itch so 
strong tha t to scra tch it require s the individual to step out of the 
ordinary bounds of his li fe to make the commitments to pursue it. 

This was the case wi t h Joe Wilson once the Carlson 
technology was hi s company's to exploi t. It caught Thomas Watson 
when he joined CTR Company. The one product that company had 
tha t im mediately grabbed him was the Hollerith tabulating card 
system. That he knew he could exploit -- and did, with a vengeance. 
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It was then that the messianic mission of the entrepreneur took over. 

It never left him. 

Those who have studied it find that it is the itch that 
drives the entrepreneur . It is not the lust for fame . N~t th~ lust for 
riches. Early investors invest in him. Whether he reallzes It or n~t, 
he thereby takes on a responsibility to them that buttresses the dnve 
to succeed. It gives no permission to walk away from what he gave 
life to, almost regardless of circumstance. 

So, Bob Hilton, in your recent paper you said that Bob 
Kalthoff gave up psychiatry's guilt for geld. I submit that it was 
giving up psychiatry's geld for entrepreneurial guilt. 

We are talking many levels of risk here. Risk is not a 
warm place. It is not an environment where men are comfortable. 
Women hate it. it keeps the adrenalin too mobilized. Launching the 
entrepreneurial venture is setting sail on poorly chartered seas with 
no guarantee of outcome. 

The entrepreneur must believe that with the resources he 
has to command, including those within himself, he will flnd the way. 
He has to be prepared to cope when success seems totally elusive. 
Only one of five of the six hundred thousand enterprises started a 
year survive. You wonder, not where they all come from, but why 
they do it? 

The reason may be simpler than most people think. It was 
at a three-week course for small business CEO's at Harvard School of 
Business Administration in 1974. Eight of us -- all entrepreneurs -
escaped the clutches of the schOOl for a relaxed lunch at the Harp, 
off Harvard Square. No sooner had beer been ordered than virtually 
everyone hit the phones. Three weeks was the longest any of us had 
been away from our life's work, to say nothing of our wives. 

As each returned to the table, damning some situation, or 
employee, or customer, or machine, or event, one short fireplug of a 
guy with a cherubic face slammed his hand on the table and shouted, 
"Wait a minute! Wait a minute! If we hate it so much, why do we do 
it?" 

Dead silence. Faces clouded. Then the quietest of the 
group cleared his throat and said -- quietly, "Because we love it!" 
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A decade ago I was deep into the eleventh hour production 
of a Literary Club paper. You know the point -- where few meals 
are taken with the family. One sleeps only at moments of low 
energy. My fourth-grade daughter asked what I was doing. I told 
her. "What's it .like to write a Literary Club paper?" she as~ed. She 
was probably thinking of those annoying English exerClses she 
struggled over. 

"Well," I said, "you remember that neat elephant we saw 
in Chicago at the museum carved out of a single block? And you 
asked me how the man who dId it did it? And T said, 'Easy. He just 
keeps chipping away until he finds the elephant.' Well, that's exactly 
how you wri te a Literary Club paper." 

"Oh," she said. She took some time with that, probably 
trying to sort elephants and typewriters. "W hat's so exciting about 
that?" 

. . "It's exci tins b~c:ause you have no idea what the elephant 
wl1llook IJke when you start, or that it even will be an elephant when 
you're finished." Thinking of white elephant I was growing 
uncomfortable with the metaphor. Perhaps we should have talked 
about a clay elephant. At least there you can add what you have 
taken away if you must. 

She new various Ii terarians who had been over to dinner. 
"But why do you guys really do it?" she asked. 

"Because, Jenny," r said, "win, lose or draw -- we love it." 




